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About This Game

Talk your way out of the apocalypse.

Convince a trio of gods that you deserve to be the ultimate distraction...
And/Or die trying.

FRIENDLY WARNINGS

 THIS GAME CONTAINS NAUGHTY TEXT.

 THIS GAME WILL NOT FILL ANY GAPING VOIDS IN YOUR LIFE. IT IS A SHORT GAME.

 THIS GAME INVOLVES READING. IF YOU'VE MADE IT THIS FAR, YOU SHOULD BE FINE.

FRIENDLY FEATURES
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 Prove your worth by earning the respect, understanding, and love of three unique gods through 18 different paths.

 Die in over 50 different ways, including: blood crystallization, mistaken identity, extreme nodding, shouting yourself
inside out, waiting for a phone call, being lazily torn apart, and of course, chafing.

 Defeat each god's personal challenge, known to mortals as 'a mini-game'.

 A nice song at the end.

_______________________

_______________________
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good and bad

good
the game is really cute and nicely designed but thats all i can really say

bad
i didnt really understand the game at all even though there was a help toturial while playing the game ? it didnt really teach me
much im afraid

i do like the game and i can see that the game can become some thing in the future however for me i just didnt click with the
game and i think the asking price of 14.99 is a little bit to exspensive for the game im afraid
. I found this game very well made for the ambientation an the storical and language reconstructions. The Inquisitor is really well
characterized, many of the minigames are funny and well structured, in essence thig game give you what people expects from a
point and click game. At times the length of the dialogues makes it slow and the price is a bit high for the lenght.
Overall though it is a really nice game, recommended!. 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/games\/593110\/announcements\/detail\/1808664240333155775. The state that this soundtrack
was released in is very poor. A bunch of really good tracks are missing and the audio quality is a bit iffy, not to mention Jesper
Kyd isn't credited anywhere. However, this soundtrack is one of the most incredible scores I've heard for a video game and the
author really deserves every penny so what can we do but buy it. Just try and find the unrelesed tracks out there and complete
this unfinished masterpiece.. The Crystal Nebula is a great game even if you ignore the $1.99 price tag.

The game is technically another wave style shooter (I know, I know playyyyed out!) but it does it differently. Instead of having a
gun of some sort and being stationary the game is constantly moving forward sort of like unbreakable vr runner.

Then on top of that you are flying and manuvering your ship through space trying to dodge rocks, enemy fire, and obstacles all
while returning fire and collecting crystals to try to beat your highscore.

Another thing it does better then most games that have waves is that it doesn't start out with one enemy, then wave two has a few
more, slowly building up. The first handful of games I died on wave 1. So even after dying and starting over you are still
challenged from the start instead of being bored for 10-15 minutes while trying to get back to where you were.

The fact that the game is so challenging I think is what really makes this game as great as it is. I expected to load it up and get at
least a few waves in but I found that every time it was a struggle to get through each and every wave! This keeps the game from
getting too stale, it's a good balance where it's hard, but not too hard.

Now on top of all this we can also look at the price tag, it's 1.99. For a game that I will probably play 5+ hours before any more
updates are even done it is well worth the money!

Linked below is my first impression gameplay commentary of The Crystal Nebula if you want to see the game in action check it
out below!

http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=733858380
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Ok now I cahnged my mind about this game, I spent ACTUAL MONEY on this game to support you but you ♥♥♥♥ing
canceled it. I learned a lesson, don't spend money on a game in early access.. A short game focused heavily on storyline mixed in
with interactive puzzles.
Pros
- The game looks stunning for the most part (Add a brightness control)
- I found no performance issues
- Great soundtrack.

Some issues
- Movement is pretty poor, the parkour throughout the game felt like it shouldn't be there with the current movement system.
The jumps felt kind of broken, half the time my jumps never activated on the parkour.
- The storyline is fine but doesn't link back to the puzzles. In my experience the puzzles never related back to the actual
storyline, they felt like two separate entities jammed together.
- The game introduced elements (moving platforms etc.) but never brought them back again. I would have loved to see a more
diverse range of puzzles elements throughout the game instead of focusing on one element.

Notes
This is a simple game, for the most part, players won't have an issue figuring out the puzzles.
The trailer seems a bit misleading, the trailer is fast paced with an upbeat soundtrack which the game is the opposite of. The
game is slower paced and focuses more on a story.

For the price? The game is 100% worth it if you like a story based 3D platformer with a relaxing feel.. Pros
-Fun story (the fact that it's a LEGO game, it's easier to suspend your disbelief)
-Humour is good for both kids and adults (Some fun references, and jokes that adults will get along with classic LEGO humour
that kids will enjoy.
-Very replayable (gold bricks, collecting all the studs, and red bricks)
-Long story

Cons:
-Non skipable cutscenes

Score:
9\/10
Fun.. This one surprised me. The surreal polished aesthetic combined with the use of room scale gave me a sense of presence I
wasn't expecting in an on-rails experience. Also, the gunplay was oddly satisfying. I just wanted to spin around and kill those
monsters forever yelling "DIE! DIE! DIE!".

Somewhat short, left me wanting more, but totally worth 3 bucks. Honestly, if I didn't own a vive and I saw this at an arcade in
public I would have paid $5+ for just one play and I would have walked away happy.

Now back to to Overwatch.. Its eh. It ran great, I love the idea of it, but the map sizes and lack of gameplay was lacking. You
build, reproduce and gather materials. But the map sizes limit how big you can grow your colony. I like building huge colonies
from only a little bit of people, but thats my personal preference.
It is playable, but for me it was not my cup of tea.. The game is not completed yet.The items are not discribed and the level
system is kind of wild.When you level up,you can roll a slot machine one time.There are nothing to strengthen your character
after your death unless you have a chance to unclock some new weapons or skills.

P.S: A lot of useless weapons and skills.
  Auto-pickup is terrible.

After I get all the achievements(it takes some time and patient),finally I found it is somehow like the Alien Shooter.Play this
game,and it will improve your shooting skills.. A pretty good visual novel with a compelling storyline and amazing artworks in
which you seek revenge after your lover was killed. If you love the theme of espionage and revenge (in which not so many VNs
themed on), you will like it.
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Pros:
+++ Nice artwork, the CGs and character sprites are amazing
++ Compelling storyline that kept you reading, like how the story is unfolded layer by layer
++ Like how the story is connected through different routes
+ BGMs are memorable
+ Ciel best girl

Neutral:
= Both girls are specially designed with their own difficulties to carry on, but hearing more from them would be better
= Final route is extraordinary in terms of the story , but the romance... :(
= Fair price for a short visual novel

Cons:
-- Story is too short (Took me only under 2 hours to achieve the first ending)
-- (Final) Ending could be better (Feel like rushed)
- Few Choices (Not appealing to those who prefer a game)
- Mistakes found in sentences (should have proofread, some sentences are said by a clearly wrong person)

Overall: 7.5\/10
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